*Dorm official: REC site would bring problems
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By Phil LaVelle and
Steve Fukuda
"When we invite or entice 10,000
people into our neighborhood it’s going to
create trouble."
With those words, Will Koehn, Royce
Hall residence director, expressed his
uneasiness about the location of SJSU’s
proposed Recreation and Events Center.
The proposed center, if passed, would
be located on the north and south side of
San Carlos Street between Seventh and
Ninth streets.
"I am all in favor of a Rec Center, but
I question its close proximity to the

dorms," Koehn said.
It will bring noise, potential vandalism
and you’ll have people crossing through
the dorms," he said.
University police officials aren’t as
concerned as Koehn. In fact, they support
the proposed center and its central
location.
"The department, from a community
standpoint, supports the Rec Center," said
IA. Larry James, head of university police
adminsistration. "It’s a way of dealing
with the eroding of the community, the
fragmentation which stems from a variety
of sources."

James cited the university’s downtown location and the reputation for crime
on campus as factors contributing to the
"fragmentation" of the campus community.
"We feel the Rec Center will bring the
campus together," James said.
"I think the university police and the
housing office believe that the potential
good outweighs the bad," Koehn said. "I
don’t know whether it does or not. I don’t
have a crystal ball and neither do they."
According to Walter Keenan,
residence hall program director, the gains
do outweigh the potential losses.

"Dorm students will make more use of
it ( the Rec Center) than the students who
commute," he said. "The close proximity
to the dorms is beneficial."
Furthermore, James said the dorms
are no longer a high security risk.
"Before we implemented certain
measures, the dorms were an area of
concern crimewise," he said. The biggest
problem was the more or less free access
of street people who’d come into the dorms
and harass the residents or commit petty
thefts."
Koehn’s concern results from a different perspective.
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"When you take people and gear them
up during a concert and then let them
loose, there’s going to be trouble," he said.
"Open concerts probably result in broken
windows and graffitti."
But according to Lt. Maurice Jones,
head of university police operations,
measures enacted in the past three years
have helped to reduce the security risk in
the dorms.
"The leniency of the people who lived
there in the past is gone - everyone living
in the dorms now are well informed of
security techniques," he said,
continued on page 5

Cummings to face
murder charges
at trial on June 1
Lawyer asks for change of venue;
Cummings could get the death penalty
By Dave Lewis
Donald Cummings, a former
SJSU honor student and accused
murderer, will be tried June 1.
However, the trial may take
place outside of Santa Clara County
at the request of Cummings’ lawyer,
Byran Sechmeister, who is
requesting a change of venue due to
the amount of pre-trial publicity the
case has received.
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The June 1 trial date was set by
Santa Clara County Superior Court
Judge John Kennedy yesterday.
A change of venue moves a trial
to another area and is generally
requested when there is a question if
the defendant can receive a fair
trial.

’Hark the Ark’ lands in Amphitheater
Five members of the Lambs Players grouplfrom left, Phil
Carol. Ruth Campbell, Tim Pierson. Don Lonsbrough and

Vanda Thompson) ham it up in the groups presentation of
the play, "Hark the Ark.- presented Monday afternoon,

Cummings is charged with two
counts of murder under special
circumstances, according to Jack
Marshall, a Santa Clara deputy
district attorney, who is prosecuting
the case.
"There is the possibility of the
death penalty," Marshall said.
"Cummings is also charged with
four counts of burglary, two counts
of assault, and one count of violating
penal code section 289, penetration
of a body with a foreign object."
The charges against Cummings,

Lack of quorom blocks A.S. meeting
By Lenny Bonsai’
The laq scheduled special allocations
meeting for this semester came to an abrupt
end Monday when Angela Osborne AS.
controller cancelled the meeting because
enough voting committee members were not
present.
The quorum laws guiding the special
allocations meetings require three voting
members and one non-voting adviser to be
present during the meeting. Osborne and
Clark Meadows AS. business director were
the only voting members present Monday.
Osborne told the groups requesting
money-The Spartan Marching Band, the
Gay -Lesbian Student Union and the
A.S.Program Board-that they could still
receive special allocations assistance.
"We don’t want to penalize your groups
because we couldn’t reach quorum," Osborne

told the assembled crowd. "You can still go
before the A.S. Board of Directors and ask for
the funding."
Osborne explained that the committee’s
recommendations are only advisory to the
board of directors, and the final decision
whether or not to fund the groups would come
from the board.
"At least this way, you won’t have to sit
through this meeting," Osborne joked.
The board of directors will decide the
funding questions at today’s meeting.
The Spartan Marching Band is requesting
83,600 from A.S. to pay for two sousaphones,
according to band director Carl Chevallard.
The marching band is one of the groups
receiving funds from the Automatic Funding
Initiative.
"We received some AFI funds but they
were spent on other things," Chevallard said.
"We considered the sources and we felt we

needed it (AFI money I for operating expenses."
Chevallard said he will go before the
board today for the money.
The Gay-Lesbian Student Union needed
A.S. funds for an upcoming Gay Awareness
Week, scheduled for April 14 through April 20.
The purpose of the week, said union
representative Peter Maxwell, is to "educate
gay and straight people."
"It will give straights an insight into gay
life and give gays an insight into other
people’s lives," Maxwell said.
Keynote speakers workshops and entertainment are to be included in the
program. The Gay-Lesbian Student Union is
asking for 82,823 from special allocations to
pay for the event.
The A.S. Program Board is requesting
8200 for a Fountain Blues Festival,
scheduled for late April or early May. The

program board’s request of 84,174 for the
same program was turned down last week by
the A.S. Board of Directors.
Bill Rolland, program board director,
said the amount of the request was lowered
because the "chances are pretty slim" that
AS. would ever approve the initial proposal.
Rolland said the money to pay for additional
expenses would come from the board’s
unused travel and various other line item
budgets.
Osborne said that, since the last meeting
had already taken place, there might be some
special allocations money left in the account
following today’s AS. meeting.
"Any money left over will be allocated to
the emergency fund for the remainder of the
year," Osborne said.
The money will then be used to fund any
emergency events that may emerge this
semester.

25, stem from the Nov. 1979 death of
Blythe Neilsen and the June 3, 1981
death of Phyllis Higdon.
According to Sechmeister,
"there is a question with the legality
of some of the charges. Namely, the
three charges which may bring the
death penalty - two counts of
murder in the course of burglary
and one count of multiple murder."
Sechmeister said there were
some legal questions about the
burglary-murder charge.
The public defender will also
challenge some of the evidence
presented by the state against
Cummings.
"There is a question to the
legality of certain searches conducted...evidence seized in relation
to the Higdon case," Sechmeister
said.
Sechmeister will also seek to
sever the charges against Cummings.
This means that the court will be
asked to consider each count against
the defendant separately.
"Trying him for all charges at
once in four unrelated incidents will
lead to confusion of the jury,"
Sechmeister said.
Another concern Sectuneistav
has for Cummings is if he can get a
fair trial due to all the pre-trial
publicity and if he can obtain a
change of venue due to the expense
of moving a trial to another county.
"All the publicity has jeopardized his ( Cummings’) ability to get
a fair trial," Sechmeister said. "We
will ask for a change of venue, but a
strong case has to be made because
of the expense involved in moving
out of the county."
Sechmeister explained that due
to budget constraints the trial may
be kept in the county even though it
may be difficult to get an impartial
jury.
Cummings was charged Jan. 12,
1981 while he was attending SJSU in
the ex -offenders program. Cummings was an honors student and,
according to a former roommate, he
was a "quiet person."
"He’d get all A’s and 13’s," said
Kevin McLeod, who shared a house
with Cummings in 1979 before his
arrest. "He would come home every
night, have some drinks and go to
bed."

Vagrants, scholars meet at Student Union
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By Holly Fletcher
The shabbily-dressed bum walked into the Student
Union and began to scavenge for food and cigarets. Then
he sat down on the floor, clipped his toe nails and blew his
nose into his hand.
Although incidents like this are not a daily occurence.
they do happen with some regularity.
According to S.U. director Ron Barrett. the vagrant.,
in the Union are a "fairly constant small irritant."
He said they come to the S.U. in search if warmth.
people, TV, food and cigarettes.
"I’m not aware of any real assaults," he said. -They
just tend lobe people who are different."
Barrett said if students complain, the staff will ask
them to leave "not just because they look funny, but
because they’ve done something."
Pat Wiley. S.U. assistant director, sa al there are two

"We don’t check any one at the door,- Barrett said.
adding that "some would argue that students should be
part of the real world."
Though most students seem to accept the vagrant
problem as unavoidable given the lovation iii SJSU.
almost all have stories to tell.

One student said a bwil asked her for money, another
student said one vagrant asked for I hi. hod she hail left on
her plate.
Kathy Inserra, an advertising senior, said one woman
sat down in the bottom floor of the S.U.. near the TV, and
started crying.

"She just started cuing, and everybody laughed
she said. "1 though it was gross. Next time I see her I’m
going to report her. I thing they should card her at the
door."
"We don’t hesistate to ask them to leave," said Gloria
Robertson, supervisor of the information booth. "We feel
an obligation to the student."
She said they ask someone to leave about once a week.
"Some people are really offended because they look
so weird," she said. "They see people walking around
chain smoking and looking like zombies."
Usually, the S.U. staff will take care of vagrants, only
occasionally are university police summoned. said Huss
Lansford, technical services officer with the university.
police.
"They sleep. they watch TV. We kntivi they don’t
belting there, but we don’t go around harassing people."

Unless someone complains,
we leave them alone -Wiley

Some people are offended
because the bums are weird

kinds of non-students found in the union. Some are from
the board and care homes and he said, "We consider them
pretty innocuous." Others are vagrants or transients.
"They smell, they’re dirty, they’re picking up
cigarettes and taking food from tables," he Said. If the
vagrants are found sleeping, they are woken up, asked for
a student I.D. and then asked to leave.
Otherwise, the vagrants are left alone, he said.
"Unless someone’ complains or they do something
objectionable, we leave them alone." he said. "If a
student complains just because of how they look. we just
try to pacify the student.
"It’s very hard to ask someone to leave just balms,
they look funny."
The long-standing policy of the S.U. is that it is a
community building, open to all members of the community.

he said.
He caid vagrants are usually harmless and don’t
usually bother students.
"You have to have a victim," he said. "If no one’s
complaining, you don’t have a victim."
"It would be nice if the people who don’t belong here
would stay away.. hut it’s not a big problem.- he said.
"It’s nothing new, it’s been going on for years," he
added.
Barrett said students should not feel intimidated by
the vagrants or have "any concern about the building."
Wiley said if a student had complained about the
transient who clipped his toenails and blew his nose into
his hand. "You bet we would have taken care of it."
"I’d have gone down and personally escorted him out
and if he’d been beligerant, I’d have called the police." he
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The REC; Do we need it?
A poorly planned center
By Andy Arias
Kevin Johnson
We are not against the general
concept of a student-financed
Recreation and Events Center; to
the contrary, we agree with the
opposition that a REC in some form
could indeed be exciting to have at
SJSU.
The REC in its present proposal
is too costly, unnecessarily large,
and poorly thought out, however.
The
needless confusion
regarding the facts of the REC is
detrimental to a fair student vote on
this issue.
First off, proponents of the REC
are feeding the campus erroneous
and highly misleading information.
Take, for example, a question
and answer packet being widely
distributed by REC proponents.
Presented in a factual context, it
states, "The only people that will be
allowed to use the recreational
facilities other than students will be
alumni and staff."
It continues, "I Alumni and
staff) will have to pay the current
fee being paid by students per
semester. This will not include you,
the student, who contributes to the
facility, as you will receive special
privileges as an alumni."
The unfortunate truth regarding
these statements is that the Student
Union Board of Governors, which
has the responsibility of setting REC
policies, simply has not yet done so.
Furthermore, the SUBOG has as
yet not even discussed these obsuch
Presenting
jectives.
statements as fact is clearly
misleading.
SUBOG has failed to discuss
other basic issues as well, such as
how non-student activities would be
regulated.
Would the University be expected to pay standard commercial
facility rental fees, or might the
Administration instead be granted
lower, token fees?
Another statement from this
same "information packet" asserts
emphatically, "There are plenty of
parking spots on campus!"
While the fallacy of this
statement is apparent to any
commuter student, the threat to
dorm students is less obvious. Due to
the proposed location of this 10,200seat facility, the prime parking spot
for REC visitors would naturally be
the Seventh Street parking garage.
Thus, dorm students had better
realize now that their paid-for
parking spaces would forever be
taken over by the influx of 1000’s of
additional cars, and their yard space
by thousands of non-University
people.
The current confusing situation
is doubly surprising when a comparison is made between the

Well worth the money
By Tony Robinson
In this week’s campus election,
students have a rare opportunity to
contribute to the future of SJSU.
The last time such an opportunity presented itself was in
1963, when students voted by a twoto-one margin to approve the
building of a Student Union, which
has quickly become the focal point of
campus life.
The proposal this year is the
Recreation and Events Center,
which would greatly enhance
recreational opportunities for
students, attract big-name talent for
concerts and stage productions, and
provide adequate seating capactiy
for major sports events.
At the present time,
recreational facilities are grossly
inadequate, and give a low priority
to informal student recreation and
intramural competition.
There are very few times during
the day when a student can put on
his or her gym shorts and play
basketball, volleyball, raquetball, or
a number df other sports.
The Rec would reverse these
informal
priorities so that
recreation and intramurals would be
the major use of the facility.
Concerts and other revenue
producing stage events will take
second priority, and intercollegiate
athletics will take third priority.
These priorities will insure that
the REC will be much more than
simply "a home for the basketball
team."
The conceptual drawings of the
REC are on display on the main floor
of the Student Union for student
voters to examine.
The REC would be located on
both sides of San Carlos ’Street
between Seventh and Ninth streets.
This location would be extremely convenient for both commuter and non-commuting students,
and the site has been designated for
a recreation complex in SJSU’s
master plan for several years.
Because the State of California
no longer provides funds for
recreational facilities, the bulk of
the financing for the REC must
necessarily come from student fee
increases.
After plans for the center are
completed and construction begins,
however, contributions from local
corporations and the city of San Jose
will almost certainly be forthcoming.
Since students will still be
providing the major financing for
the project, they will be able to
administer the facility the way they
want by means of the Student Union
Board of Governors, which has a
majority of student members.
The cost of the REC to the
average student is quite a bargin,

histories of the planning of the
Student Union and the currently
proposed REC.
Students in 1963 were given
ample opportunity before voting to
study the proposed Student Union
plan, to express their needs and
concerns through a year-long
process of open hearings and public
debate.
In contrast, students today are
being asked to vote on a far more
expensive proposal without benefit
of such a fair and thorough process.
There remain several unanswered and perhaps provocative
questions.
Could it be that such a facility is
actually better suited for use by the
Athletics Department, at student
expense?
What about those projected
expenses? Proponents of the REC
frequently compare our proposed
facility to a similar facility at
University of California at Davis.
Proponents say, "Students there
voted to assess themselves for a
REC facility and we should vote for
one too."
What the proponents fail to say,
however, is that students at UC
Davis pay only a maximum of $4.80
per quarter (three times a year),
based on a sliding scale of individual
usage level.
Further, we are told that the
facility would cost $13 million.
However, based on an enrollment of
24,000 students, the $40 fees stressed
in the referendum would, over a 25
year period, actually have a total
deferred cost of $48 million, almost
four times what we are now being
told!
And that figure is accurate only
if we can assume that fees won’t
increase at all, even though Student
Union fees are now 70 percent higher
than what the students voted for in
1963.
At a time when budgets at all
levels are in critical condition, at a
time when students face already
rising fees, impending cuts in
Federal aid, and the possibility of
tuition, at a time when President
Gail Fullerton herself admits, "We
will not be able to have the kind of
service we’d like to be able to
provide.", is it wise to force dozens
of generations of students to bear the
costs of a structure of this
magnitude?
Or, would it be wiser to plan for
a smaller facility that would be
more in tune with student needs?
We urge you to vote on Wednesday or Thursday, March 24-25.
Vote No.
Andy Arias is currently the Vice
President of AS, and a candidate for
President. Kevin Johnson is a
student member of the Student
Union Board of Governors.

especially when compared to the
cost of membership in a private
health club.
Student fees would be increased
by $10 per semester this fall to pay
for the REC, and would escalate to a
maximum of $40 per semester in fall
1984
Conversely, the cost of joining a
private health club providing the
same facilities as the REC averages
between $30 and $40 each month.
Therefore, a membership for a
full four-month semester would cost
between $120 and $160.
In light of these figures, the REC
obviously makes good financial
sense.
Students who contribute to the
REC but graduate before it is
completed will receive a priviledge
card, enabling them to use the
facility at a greatly-reduced cost for
the rest of their lives.
The REC would provide
students an opportunity to participate regularly in the following
sports and activities:

weight training
swimming and diving
basketball
racquetball
badminton
fencing
indoor archery and other sports.

Students would no longer have to
travel to Oakland or San Francisco
to see major concerts or other entertainments.
Students at many universities
across the nation have voted to increase their fees in order to construct recreation centers.

411

These students have realized
that college life consists of more
than just attending classes and
doing homework.
Recreation centers have been
completed or are under construction
at the University of California at
Berkeley, UC Davis, UCLA, and
USC to name just a few.
A great number of students at
SJSU know that a vote for the REC
means a vote on the future of SJSU.
Join them in voting "yes" on the
REC Wednesday and Thursday.
Tony Robinson is currently A.S.
President.
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Objection should
be no. 1 priority
Editor:
Throughout
the
1981-82
academic year, the Spartan Daily
has been highlighting perceived
negative events about Black History
Month, EOP students, Affirmative
Action Programs and, most
recently, the arrest of a black
student on March 9.
Is it the intent of the Daily to
print one-dimensional articles about
black students that lack objectivity?
Why can’t the Daily staff print articles that reflect the positive attributes of black students on this
campus?
Recognizing that the Spartan
Daily is a "training" publication for
students at SJSU, the advisers and
editors should emphasize "objectivity" as the number one
priority for student reporters and
when
photographers especially
reporting about sensitive issues!
Kathy I. Matthews
and eight other SJSU
students and faculty.

SJSU students
congratulated
Editor:
May we congratulate you who
comprise the current student body of
the San Jose State University. The
congratulations are in good order to
all of you involved in the long overlooked idea of an on-campus
recreation and special events

center.
For years the city of San Jose
has flirted with the proposal to
replace the outdated Civic
Auditorium and associated
facilities. How refreshing it is to see
you eager young students take the
initiative. You will look with pride in
the years to come at this legacy of
your tenure at our respected institution.
Pretty good work, future
leaders...you show signs of being a
wise and progressive generation.
Ales Stepovich
Class of ’55
Sandy Stepovich
Class ’58

REC Center isn’t
really expensive
Editor:
I can’t believe that some people
are saying that the Rec Center is
expensi7c! Are they crazy, or
simply living with their heads buried
in the sand? Don’t they realize that
in five years the cost of a center like
this will double?
Has anybody looked into health
clubs lately? Most cost $1,000 to join
and charge $50 a month for membership fees. The proposed Rec
Center will cost me $50 by the time I
graduate and I will be a life-time
member. Sounds like a good deal to
me!
Count me in for the Rec Center!
This will be a major benefit for
anyone during, and after, their
college careers.
Robin Widger
Social Science
junior

A permanent and
positive step
Editor:
The present student body has an
opportunity to make a permanent
and positive step on behalf of the
university and all of those who will
work and attend there in the future. I
refer to the recreation facility
proposed in the upcoming student
election.
As a student at SJSU, I paid fees
for a Student Union that was no
more than a sign during the years I
attended. I forgot now what the fees
were, and I wonder if I would have
spent that money, at that time, for
that purpose, had I the choice each
semester as a student. However, as I
walk on campus today, I am keenly
aware that the "New Student
Union" is a focal point of campus life
today, and I am proud that of all the
things we did in the sixties the
Student Union was one of them. Few
others have survived the test of
time, and I can’t imagine the
campus today without the Union.
I believe the proposed
recreation center is an opportunity
to change the whole of campus life
for the better. The gap that now
exists in recreation, entertainment
and campus community facilities
can be bridged by a vote for the Rec
Center. It is a big leap forward that
can be made now by the student
body, and a big leap is required. The
size of the "gap" determines the
leap required.
I assure you that such a move by
the students would capture the interest, enthusiasm and support of
alumni and downtown business. It
Just makes good sense for all concerned and would offer a real op-

portunity to re-populate the
downtown campus area with
university sponsored activities,
events, and people that we can all be
proud of.

Years from now I hope today’s
students can look back with pride on
a recreation facility that they were
responsible for. Like today’s Student
Union, you will wonder why anyone

had a doubt about it, and what
campus life would be like without it.
Jim Kennedy
President San Jose State
University Alumni Assoc.
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Blues festival still awaits A.S. decision
the committee.
Twice before, the program board has
requested $4,174 from the special
allocations committee and both times the
board has been rejected.
In Monday’s meeting, the board was to
have submitted a revised proposal to the
committee, one of $2,600 or a reduction of
$1,500 from their two previous requests.
Bill Rolland, program board director,
said the request was lowered to improve
the board’s chances of receiving special
allocations.
"Our chances of getting money at (a
$4,174 (request) aren’t too good," Rolland
said. "We readjusted our request down to
82.600 to improve our chances for fun-

By Jon Swartz
The fate of the Fountain Blues
Festival will have to wait until Wednesday.
The A.S. special allocations committee, which was to decide whether or not
to fund the program board-sponsored
event, cancelled its meeting Monday when
a majority of it’s voting members were not
present.
As a result of the cancelled meeting,
the program board will present special
allocations with its final request for funds
on Wednesday when the board of directors
convenes.
Ted Gehkre, program board advisor,
was to present the board’s third request to

ding."
The $4,174 request has been met with
criticism from the special allocations
committee twice. Committee chairwoman
Angela Osborne and committee member
Bo Buhisan have turned down program
board requests, citing the $87,000 that the
board has spent in it’s 1981-82 budget as
their reason.
Osborne has repeatedly said the board
is not the only group asking for money. She
said there are two other groups requesting
special allocations, both of whom have not
been blessed with $77,000 budgets and nonreverting funds of $10,000.
What has further irked the committee
has been the program board’s failure to set

Twenty-one foreign students have
LOS ANGELES
been disenrolled from California State University at Los
Angeles for failing to meet the school’s deadline for tuition
payments.
The punitive action stems from a directive issued by
the California State University Chancellor’s Office ordering that all foreign students delinquent in their tution
payments be disenrolled from school.
Approximately 90 foreign students failed to pay their
tuition by the Feb. 5 deadline, but were spared immediate
disenrollemnt by a 10-day grace period. Subsequently, 21
of those students failed to meet the extended deadline and

have been disenrolled as a result.
In the quarter previous to this session, California
State Los Angeles disenrolled 52 foreign students for
failing to pay their tuition on time.
California State-Los Angeles had the highest
delinquent tuition payment rate in the CSU system, according to the university’s financial management and
services office.

Around
other
campuses
sIxirtaguide
fp (0

The Bluegrass Club
will meet at 5:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Contact
Jim Puzar at 253-8149 for
more information.
The Native American
Student Organization will
meet at 6 p.m. tomorrow at
the Social Science Building
Anthropology basemen.
Contact Laurie Atkinson at
277-8802 for more information.
Amnesty International
will meet at 2:30 p.m. today
outside the S.U. Pacheco
Room. For further information contact Martin
at 266-4340 or Steve at 3955038.

II

George Coakley, inventor
of the Pet Rock at 7 p.m.
tomorrow in the Business
Classroom faculty lounge.
Contact Dedra at 277-2081
or 277-2308 for more information.
Alpha Phi Sigma will
meet at 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
and from noon to 1:30 p.m.
Contact
tomorrow:
Jeanette Sigler at 415-8811985 for more information.
The SJSU Symphonic
Band will play music of
Michael Glinka, Percy
Grainger, Vincent Persichetti and Zdenek Lukas
at 8:15 p.m. today in the
Music Building’s Concert
Hall. Contact P. Carl
Chevallard at 277-3636 for
more information.

Meteorology
The
Department will sponsor
Atmospheric Turbulence
and Dispersion Estimates
Derived from smoke plume photoanalysis at
3:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Duncan Hall 615. For more
information contact Donna
Hurth at 277-2311.

The SJSU Committee
In Solidarity with El
Salvador will have a !pity
and march at 6:30 p.m.
today at the S.U. patio.
Contact Fernando a 9265043 tor further information.

The Masters Business
Association will sponsor

The Media Coalition
will meet at 3:30 p.m. today

children at 12:30 p.m.
today in DMH 308. Contact
Karen at 277-2789 for more
information.

CARP presents Nate
Windman, a speaker on
elections in El Salvador at
1:15 p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. Contact
Inge Ulvestad at 292-3905
for more information.

Sigma Chi will have a
talent show at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Morris Daily
Auditorium. Contact Bill
Tamblyn at 279-9601 for
more information.
The Baptist Student
Union will have a meeting
and Bible study at 11:30
a.m. today in the S.U.

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay
BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS INC.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY Y11,1-1( iF:
OPEN EVES& WEEKENDS 0 l4,11
STEVENS CREEK AT iNCIIES1 CH I

The ACM Computer
Society will meet at 3 p.m.
today in Engineering room
326.

American
The
Marketing Association
presents a guest speaker
from the Miller Brewery at
5 p.m. today in B.C. 004.

PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS
Law School and Legal Career
Information
DATE:

FRIDAY,

TIME:

10:00 A.M.

PLACE:

STUDENT UNION
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TO 1:00
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All imprinted graduation announcements
ordered before April 16 receive a 10% discount.

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE RI

Service i our Major

I.D. DEGREE (Full -Time, Part-Time, Accelerated Evening Divisions)
JOINT DEGREE PROGRAM
MASTER OF LAWS (Taxation, Business & Taxation)
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
ACCREDITED: AMERICAN BAR

ADVENTURII’’

Announcements

SPARTAN SHOPS LIC: INC.

McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
SACRAMENTO,

re)

Save on

Order at the Electronics counter

Further information available:
MS. CHERYL ALLMAN

ASSOCIATION

The concerts are tentatively scheduled for Memorial
Day and July 4, but no bands have been lined up yet.
"I need to have presidential approval," Swartz explained, "and he doesn’t want me to get any hard rockers
or acids or whatever you call them. But it’s not worth d
unless you’re going to have a bonanza. You need the appeal."

Pacheco Room. Contact
Mark at 415-657-7679 for
more information.

CAREER CENTER

BOOK Sift

such as promotions and salaries would be
covered by the program board, according
to Gehrke.
Those costs would hover near the
$2,700 mark, to be made up of unused
board travel funds ( $1,000) and an accummulation of unused money in the three
program board accounts ( $1,700).
The three accounts are films, forums
and the lively arts.
Osborne said she will judge the
board’s latest offer as objectively as she
has the first two.
Rolland said he "hadn’t the faintest
idea" on whether the program board’s
newest proposal for special allocations
would be accepted on Wednesday.

two rock concerts this year.
Ed Swartz, athletic director at UTEP, is hoping the
concerts will help offset his department’s projected deficit
of $111,402 for the 1981-1982 fiscal year.

EL PASO, Texas In an effort to mitigate a projected
budget deficit of over $100,000, the athletic department at
the Univesrity of Texas at El Paso is planning to sponsor

in Journalism 101. Contact
Ray Chavez at 265-1184 for
more information.

Psi Chi will present
Robert Naughten who will
speak about battered

aside 5,000 at the beginning of the 1981-1982
year to provide for a blues festival
sometime in the future.
The two groups that will also ask for
special allocations on Wednesday, the
Spartan Marching Band and the Gay.
Lesbian Student Union, have requested
$3,600 and $2,843.
With the general fund at about $8,000
for special allocations and the two
aforementioned groups asking for a
combined $7,400, the program board
reduced its request in hopes of improving
its chances for obtaining funds.
The $2,600 request by the board would
be divided between sound rental ( $600 ) and
artist fees ($2,000). The remaining costs

Wednesday March 24, 1982
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State aid to retirement fund cut temporarily
By Scott Shifrel
Faculty unions and state officials are upset over a bill
that eliminates state contributions to the California Public
Employees Retirement System for the next three months
All permanent SJSU employees are eligible to receive
deficit in California’s 1981-82 budget.
PERS benefits.
The state constitution prohibits deficits of more than
The state is coming up with insufficient revenues
and so they want us to pay," said Gerald Adams, chief $300,003.
.
The three-month elimination of state contribution to
council for PERS. "It is an illegal action."
The state pays approximately 75 percent of employee the retirement fund is expected to save $105 million, acretirement benefits, according to PERS official Stephen cording to a summary of the bill provided by Vasconcellos.
Young.
Vasconcellos is chairman of the assembly ways and
All permanent California State University employees
are eligible for PERS benefits, Young said, and all are means committee that reviews all revenue appropriations
paying about 5.5 percent of their salaries to help support and expenditures.
AB 1253 requires the PERS board of directors to make
the retirement system.
The bill, AB 1253 sponsored by Assemblyman -John up for the cut "from the roughly $950 million they have in
Vasconcellos, D-San Jose, was designed as part of a interest," according to Vasconcellos’ summary.
But the retirement system has refused to transfer the
budget package to help make up a projected $350 million

’We think what has been done is illegal’

Transit solution seen
Spartan Stadium
could be used
in transit project
By Steve Fukuda
The installation of a people-mover system between
SJSU’s central campus and Spartan Stadium has been
introduced by a transit group as a solution to the closing of
the parking lots on Fourth Street next spring.
The group, the Modern Transit Society, is an
organization which provides information about the
modern modes of transportation used in other countries.
The idea was originated by Al Spivak, an engineer for
General Electric, and Veer Broderick, an architectural
draftsman for a Palo Alto firm. Both are members of the
Modern Transit Society.
"A large portion of (SJSU) students commute to
school," Broderick said. "Parking problems could be
lessened if a people-mover is installed."
The proposed people-mover would be installed along
10th Street between San Antonio and Alma streets, near
Spartan Stadium.
The people-mover would also run along Seventh
Street, making the system a complete loop.
"Students could park near Spartan Stadium and take
the people-mover to the campus in about five minutes,"
Broderick said.
The people-mover, according to Broderick, would
ease parking problems at Spartan Stadium during
stadium events.

A people-mover may decrease
problems with student parking

"A people-mover would enable students to utilize
stadium parking during normal class time and would
allow use of campus parking during stadium events," he
said.
People-movers are elevated vehicles that operate like
elevators but are designed horizontally rather, than
vertically. Since they are completely automated, drivers
are not required.
The vehicles run along elevated guideways and are
summoned to a particular stop by means of a push butlike elevators.
ton
According to Kevin Veltfort, an environmental
studies major and Modern Transit Society member, the

We’ve got
your mother.
Read Zack,

cost of installing a people-mover at SJSU would be about
$10 million.
"The initial cost would be about the same for the
construction of a new parking garage, Veltfort said.
But Ed Nemetz, SJSU traffic manager, said a peoplemover would cost more to operate than a garage.
The SJSU traffic manager said he has been working
with the Modern Transit Society on the people-mover
plan.
"I think it would be a great idea if certain obstacles
could be overcome," Nemetz said. "It doesn’t look too
feasible running a monorail down a residential area like
10th Street. Some residents might not want a raised
platform going down the middle of their street."
Broderick said SJSU probably won’t implement the
people-mover plan for other reasons.
"They want to make money from on-campus
parking," he said. "I think they’re afraid they’ll lose
money if students park near Spartan Stadium."
According to Veltfort, financing for a people-mover
can be obtained in two ways.
One way, he said, would be to extend the peoplemover system beyond the campus and share the cost and
revenue with the city and county.
Another way, according to Veltfort, would be to
acquire transit funding from the state and federal
governments.
Operation and maintenance costs could be paid for,
Veltfort said, by an increase in student fees and by
collecting fares.
"The whole idea behind the people-mover is to cut
down on the use of cars," Broderick said. "I don’t mean
eliminate cars totally, but to control them in an already
congested traffic area."

money claiming that the fund is needed in case other
investments shrink, according to Adams.
The interest also is used for cost of living adjustments
to retirees now receiving benif its, Young said.
We would have to be ordered by a court to transfer
the money," Adams said.
"I fully expect some employee or retiree organization
to go to court," said Michael Corbett, a senior consultant
for labor and employment with the ways and means
committee.
The interest accrued on the retirement system’s funds
are excess, Corbett said.
He added that $950 million is by far and away more
than enough to pay for cost of living adjustments."
Meanwhile, the bill authorizes the state not to pay its
share of the employee retirement benefit this April 1,
when the next payments are due.
Corbett said if any legal action is taken he expects it
to occur before that deadline.
"You can’t use employee retirement funds to balance
the budget," said Stephanie Allan, a United Professors of
California field representative in San Jose.
Allan said the union is "certainly raising hell about
it" but did not say whether they plan on going to court.
She said the union’s lobbyist and representative in the
Chancellor’s office are busy working "behind the scenes"
and trrinr, to obtain more information on the situation.

’

The California State Employees Association, another
union on campus, is studying the move "to see if it can
stand a chance in court," said Dr. Bill Tidwell, a biology
professor at SJSU aand vice chairman of the CSEA
legislative committee.
"We think that what has been done is illegal," he said,
adding that the interest is a part of the trust fund that
belongs to PERS, not the state.
He said taking money from the fund may cause
retirement recipients to lose the cost of living increase.
Both Tidwell and Allan see the benefits as part of the
pay-package state employees receive.
"If they didn’t pay any salaries or benefits they could
probably balance the budget, too," Allan said.
Approximately 250,000 retired and 500,000 active
California employees are in the retirement system, according to Young.
The average employee benefit in 1979-80 was 8470,
Young said. He added that the consequences of the state’s
action could not be determined this early but said it may
affect future decisions.
"The state will be less likely to give a benefit increase
to anybody ( in the system)," he said.
"It will also be more likely to give a benefit
decrease."
Field representative Allan said the state’s move to cut
the benefit is "unprecedented and inappropriate."
BBut Corbett said it was done in 1971 when then-Gov.
Ronald Reagan took $72 million from the State Teachers
Retirement System.
Corbett does not see the move as a cut, but more as a
transfer of funds.

Lion mauls college student
MOORPARK, Calif.
19-year-old
AP) A
Moorpark College student
learning how to train wild
animals was in serious
condition Tuesday after a
full-grown African lion
attacked her Monday afternoon.
Jeannie Marie Briggs
of Simi Valley underwent
surgery Monday night, and
Tuesday received special
oxygen treatments to help
repair damaged tissues,
said
Helen
Mitchell,
spokeswoman for Los
Robles Regional Medical
Center in Thousand Oaks

Computer Science & EE Graduates

Explore NCR’s
world of
San Diego
opportunities
On -Campus
Interviews:

Wednesday
March 31st

where Ms. Briggs was
brought late Monday.
Ms. Briggs suffered
puncture wounds on her
back and lacerations on left
side of head and neck, said
Jim Niles, a spokesman for
the two-year community
college about 70 miles
northwest of downtown Los
Angeles.
the
said
Niles
physician for Ms. Briggs, a
first-year student, said she
might be back to school as
early as Monday. However,
neither Niles nor Los

Robles would release the
name of the doctor for
confirmation.
The incident occurred
at 4:13 p.m. Monday when,
as part of her curriculum,
Ms. Briggs was feeding
various animals in the
Moorpark animal compound, Niles aid.
"The full-grown, adult
male African lion, by the
name of Hatari, in his
anxiety to be fed, jumped
against the door of his
He
cage," said Niles.
weighs 400 pounds and the
gate flew open when he

crunched against it.
"The student was
carrying a bucket of meat,
and the lion jumped at her
and hit her with its mouth
open on the left side of her
face and neck," Niles said.
"She was knocked to the
ground and suffered an
additional bite on her
back."
Other students came
running
immediately,
Niles said, and chased the
lion to the far corner of the
compound, which he said is
ringed by a 15-foot fence
topped with barbed wire.

Keep up
with the
Emsteins.
You don’t have to be a genius to use an Apple
personal computer. But you can start acting like one.
Because Apples are so
easy to use and afford
that almost half a million
people are using them
every day. To help them
get ahead in business.
In school. Even at home.
So come in today
for a free demonstration
And we’ll show you
what its like to have
an 11 -pound brain ,
that thinks at the
speed of light.
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educational opportunities

The Challenges
You II be involved in a broad range of
stimulating software protects ranging
from Interactive Operating Systems to
System Architecture arid High-level
Languages
You’ll lend support to worldwide marketing organizations in the proposal
and technical program management of
.. moles systems for major customers

The Environment

The Scripps Ranch facility is modern in
design. with a stimulating atmosphere
where high visibility and advancement
go hand in hand
Learn more by scheduling an ON
CAMPUS INTERVIEW through your
placement Office or by writing: Sharon
Gordon. NCR Corporation. Dept SJS
9900 Old Grove Road. San Diego. CA
92131

of Almaden
We know small computers.
Let us introduce you.
Student Special: Get a 13" B& W monitor
Free with the purchase of an Apple,

You will be working in a state-of-thi
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research, design and development
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You’ll live and work near the ideal setting of San Diego offering year-round
outdoor recreational cultural and
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REC SITE QUERIED
Pub to serve ’Expresso’
By Lee Sherman
The varied musical brew of "Expresso" is
featured for the first time tonight in the Spartan Pub.
"Their music ranges in variety from rock to fusion
to country-rock," said Pub entertainment director
Cam Roberson.
The almost exclusively instrumental group consists of Rick Figmond, acoustic 12-string guitar; Kurt
Keefer, lead guitar; Dennis Harper, bass; L.C.
Chidester, keyboards, and SJSU business senior Casey
Smiley on drums.
"Our biggest influences are latin-rock and jazz,"
Smiley said, adding that the group’s lead guitarist once
described their music as "spastic."
Expresso is a "fusion" group because it plays an
eclectic mix of musical material, according to Smiley,
not because it subscribes to a style called fusion.
"We take what we feel are the best points of certain kinds of music," Smiley said.
The group’s repertoire contains about 75 percent
original compositions.
"I get more satisfaction out of creating our own
music," Smiley said. "We do other people’s tunes but
they’re more obscure and we do our own
arrangements."
Smiley is reluctant to call Espresso’s music jazz,
although it does contain jazz elements.
"If somebody came to hear us expecting to hear

I.

Jazz, they might be disappointed," he said. The thing
we take from jazz is the improvisation. There’s a lot of
freedom in the tunes"
Expresso prefers this instrumental improvisation
to displays of vocal prowess.
"We do a few vocal tunes, but vocals are not a real
strong part of our music," Smiley said.
The group will release an album called "First
Cup" on the independent "Freight Records" on April 9.
"There is more freedom doing it on your own,"
Smiley said. "We had the last word on what was to go
down on the record."
Expresso has opened for such groups as the Dregs,
the Tom Coster Band, Albert King and Norton Buffalo,
but have yet to play the Pub.
"We’ve played for a variety of different groups and
so far have had a good reception," Smiley said. "It’s a
lot nicer playing for college people because it seems
like people are a little more open-minded. It would be
nice to have some people come and lend us an ear."
Expresso plays from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Tomorrow night, "The Reggies," a "pop-rock"
group that Roberson said "always pull big student
crowds" returns to the Pub.
The three-piece group consists of Eddie Sedano,
bass and vocals; Dave Kibler, guitar and vocals; and
John Rose, drums and vocals.
The Reggies play from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. tomorrow.

continued from page 1
to
addition
In
establishing a presence in
the dorms, the department
regularly conducts crime
prevention talks, Jones
said.
There is also a "dorm
security patrol" comprised
of about 15 dorm residents,
according to Jones.
Koehn is the coordinator of the dorm
security patrol.
"There are usually
three two -man teams
patrolling the dorms every
night," Jones said.
"Currently, the biggest
problem in the dorms is
from internal vandalism."
Jones said the dorms
have been locked to outsiders for the past three
years, improving the
security.
The central location of
the proposed center, he
said, will make it easier to
patrol.
"It’s not uncommon fo
our officers to be at a
basketball game at the
Civic (Auditorium), a girls
volleyball game at the gym

and a dance at the Student
Union simultaneously,"
Jones said. "With a Rec
Center, events like these
will be going on in one
center."
But Koehn said, "I’m
not against the center. I’m
only against its location. I
think it should be located
somewhere on the south
campus."
Lt. James said extra
security would have to be
arranged for larger events
like rock concerts, but said
that the department an-

Financial aid available

Loans, work study still help students
By Cindy Maro
Financial aid isn’t only for 18- to 28-year
)1(1 undergraduate students. Graduate and reentry students can also receive money from
federal programs.
This is what Marilyn DeVilbiss, financial
aid placement adviser told approximately 15
students at a seminar last week.
Graduate students can receive aid
through the College Work Study, National
Director Student Loan and Guaranteed
Student Loan programs, she said.
Work Study creates jobs for needy
students. The federal government pays for 80
percnet of their salaries, while an on-campus
or off-campus employer pays for the
remaining 20 percent.

0.)

C.

Jobs range from clerical work to graphic
artist assitants and wages usually are between 83.35 to $6 per hour, DeVilbiss said.
Graduate students also may receive
money through Nation Direct Student Loans,
a 5 percnet interest loan payable after
graduate study has bean completed

"Usually the payment runs about $30 a
month," DeVilbiss said.
Graduate students also may qualify for
Guaranteed Student Loans,
federallysubsidized loans with 9 percent interest rates.
Applications for Work Study and National
Direct Student Loans are available in the
financial aid office, DeVilbiss said.
These federal awards are administered
by SJSU officials, who also select the
recipients, she said.
Students still may apply for these
awards, although the "priority deadline" for
application was March 1, DeVilbiss said.
Financial aid officials give preference to
applications submitted before March 1, she
explained.
Re-entry students who have not
graduated from college are eligible for Pell
Grant and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant funding. she said.
Pell Grants (formerly known as Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants) are given to

the neediest students, and Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants are awarded
to students who Pell Grants don’t fully cover
their expenses, she siad.
Undergraduates also may apply for aid
through the Work Study, NDSL and GSL
programs, she said.
DeVilbiss advised students to write an
explanation on application forms of any
unusual circumstances. She said this helps
officials assess the need of the applicant.
"Anything you write on the forms, we
read," she said.
All federal awards are based on financial
need, she added.
Scholarships are another forms of aid
available to students. Although the deadline
has already passed for scholarships awarded
thorugh the financial aid office, department
offices may still be taking applicatons for
major-based awards, DeVilbiss said.
She urged students to make an appointment with a financial aid counselor if
they have any questions about student aid.

ticipated no problems.
Keenan said one
solution would be to
schedule large concert
events during the summer
or winter breaks, an idea
that Koehn agrees with.
"Usually the group
pays to have extra
university officers work
the show," James said.
"We establish the security
evaluation for the event.
Aside from the fact that
events require extra
security, traditionally,
we’ve had no problems
with on-campus concerts.

daily
the
"In
operations of the center,
it’s not a threat because it’s
primarily for the students.
"We haven’t done an
analysis of the center. I
don’t think it’s warranted."
Koehn said he is
’’concerned and speaking
as a resident of the dorms
and a student. Out of the
university police and the
housing office, I’m the
pessimist of the bunch. I
like to look ahead at the
problems before they
surface."
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Total project cost $ 13,000,000
Cost for current students $10 per semester and anticipated to rise to $40 per semester in 1984
Current students will have lifetime use at lower rates
Parking problems alleviated by scheduling major events on evening and weekends.
REC faculty will be run by the Student Union Board of Governors
Large performing stage with modern lighting, backdrops and sound systems
Seating for 10,200 spectators
Huge TV screen for viewing special events of national and international interest.
Large central floor area that will accomodate three regulation size basketball courts, 6 badminton courts, indoor
soccer, indoor competition track
Racquetball/handball courts
50 meter pool for recreation, instructional, handicap and competition swimming
Diving well for 1 and 3 meter diving, water polo, scuba
Multi -use gymnasium for archery, fencing, and dances
Bicycle repair and sales shop
Earth Toys - outdoor equipment rental
Arts and crafts workshop
Dressing and locker facilities
The proposed site for the Events Center would be on the south corner of Ninth and San Carlos streets next to Joe West
Hall. The Recreation/Aquatics Center would be on the north side of San Carlos street on the corner of Seventh
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Flying high, flying free
By Greg Johnson

4I

t’s really a nice feeling
flying above the ground,
seeing the wildlife at dawn.
The most appealing thing about
ballooning are the sights you
wouldn’t usually see, like the time
we trailed deer in Hollister."
The speaker, David Robinson.
an SJSU mathematics instructor,
looked up at a large blue and white
one-man balloon struggling in the
wind to free itself from its moorings.
The balloon, tethered at the
ROTC field at SJSU, was part of the
transportation fair held two weeks
ago when Robinson represented the
balloonists.
"I learned how to fly while
working with Brent Stockwell, the
president of Balloon Excelisor
Company," said Robinson who held
on to the woolen cap covering his
blond hair as he talked.
"I became interested in
ballooning while I was in high
school; it came while I was building
balloons," Robinson said.
"From the first time I saw one
fly away I knew I had to have one,"
he said, adding that he built his first
balloon in high school.
His face became animated as he
warmed to his subject.
"The balloon could carry one
person," Robinson said. "It was
tethered to the ground. I didn’t need
a license. In high school I met Brent
and learned about handling balloons
on the ground and how to fly a
balloon."
A balloon needs a ground crew
to secure its landing with ropes and
to do other small tasks.
Robinson became a licensed
aeronaut through the Federal
Aeronautics Association in 1972.
After graduating from high school, Robinson
studied meteorology at De Anza College. There, he had
an opportunity to work for the Balloon Excelsior
Company.
After working for Balloon Excelsior Company,
Robinson spent a year teaching people to fly. He then
traveled across the country flying balloons at fairs and
grand openings. Robinson did public relations work for
muscular dystrophy while piloting a balloon.
"My interest in ballooning led to a degree in
meteorology at SJSU in 1979," he said. "I discovered I
liked math a lot so I decided to come back and get a
master’s degree in mathematics."
Robinson expects to graduate from SJSU this May.
He has been as high as 14,000 feet and has 400 hours
logged flying time in a manned free balloon.
"A balloonist or aeronaut depends on a ground
crew for support. The chasing sport is a companion to
flying a balloon.
"It’s I ballooning) for the most part a gentle sport.
It is not a sport characterized by injuries," Robinson
said.
His easy, relaxed manner made it easier to accept
his invitation to go ballooning with him that weekend.
Saturday morning found Robinson, his girlfriend
and a pilot friend who served as the ground crew
waiting for the morning sun as they stood in a small
pasture near the San Martin winery off Highway 101.
Robinson, dressed in a woolen cap, scarf, denim
shirt and blue jeans, stood on the damp grass and
released a small balloon. The cold air current slowed
its ascent into the early morning haze.
"The best time for a balloon launch is at dawn
when there are cool temperatures and a dead calm,"
Robinson said. The lift is caused by the difference
between the warm air inside and the cool air outside."
It was 6:35 a.m. when the red-orange aurora appeared over the hills as the deflated balloon lay extended to its full 50 foot length on the ground.
At 7:30 a.m. two more balloons were towed to the
launch site behind their vehicles. Robinson began
filling his balloon with air by hand. He stood at the
mouth of the balloon and, with his friend, shook the
nylon skin to force air into the deflated balloon.
Within half an hour a pair of bright balloons done in
a two-tone color pattern went aloft from the launch
site.
"What is that a five?" another balloonist
yelled over the noise of the propane jet in his gondala
"It’s a five or six," Robinson’s assistant yelled
back from the ground.
"You can use our blower on your balloon," the
balloonist yelled back as the gondala gained altitude

a

Dave Robinson, a math instructor at SJSU, may not make it around the world in 88 days, but he appears content to enjoy the scenery of San Martin. Above, Robinson prepares himself as his hot air
balloon lifts off the ground. At left, the early morning haze surrounding the San Martin Winery creates a
relaxing atmosphere.
carrying him and his female passenger higher.
Robinson attached the fuel lines carrying propane
from the two 10-gallon tanks to the pilot light which
hangs in flight from the skirt of the balloon.
"There are 11 ratings that guage a balloon’s size.
They are international ratings for record setting
purposes," Robinson said as he finished tightening the
fastenings on the balloon.
"This balloon is an AX-6 and is rated between
42,000 square feet and 56,000 square feet. The
manufacturers make them that way so that the balloon
can make the higher ratings for international record
settings."
Robinson picked up what looked like a large
poultry thermometer and held it up.
"This goes in the top of a balloon so it doesn’t over
heat." He then disappeared inside the deflated
balloon to place the thermometer and returned a few
minutes later.
The gasoline blower was brought up. Robinson
ignited the pilot light and instantly a large flame shot
out expanding the cavity of the balloon.
Upon securing the gondola, Robinson and his
girlfriend climbed aboard. After receiving last minute
instructions, Robinson’s friend watched as the pair of
aeronauts rose slowly barely clearing a volkswagen
camper.
Ever so gently the green and yellow balloon
gained altitude up to 300 feet and then leveled off.
Robinson explained before the lauch a manned
free balloon used a propane burner to control altitude
while a helium balloon depends on ballast to achieve
the same effect.
Robinson’s friend immediately pursued the
balloon traversing down Highway 101 in his car, occasionally stopping to watch the sight above him.
A balloon larger than the other three was the last to
lauch; it was brown and orange and had streamers
hanging from its side.
It soon joined the others, adding another splash of
color to the blue of early morning sky.
A wind current eased the aeronauts in a northwesterly direction. At times the balloon would
disappear from sight as they sank from view beneath
the treeline.
Twice is appeared that Robinson’s balloon would
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attempt a landing, each time touching the ground and
then ascending, apprently because of gustly winds.
Finally Robinson found a large furrowed field
sheltered by houses and trees and made his approach.
A few minutes before touchdown he dropped a securing
line. As the balloon’s altitude dropped rapidly
Robinson’s friend secured the lines to prevent the
balloon from tipping.
Robison and his friends commented on the flying
conditions tht morning and the wonder of ballooning.

One of the other aeronauts commented on the unusual
wind conditions which drove the balloons northward
from the San Martin winery towards Morgan Hill.
Robinson said the wind conditions are usually
southerly. After resting, Robinson and his friend pack
the deflated balloon into the gondala, which fit snugly
into Robinson’s VW camper bus.
The balloonists, satisfied with the day’s events, left
the field with a sense of wonder at the marvels of
ballooning.
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Featuring Top Brands Like
Sanyo - Pioneer - Silverstone
- Anchor Hocking - Waring

LIQUIDATION PRICES 40% - 50% - 60% OFF and MORE

BE THERE AND SAVE!!

We are a large wholesale distributor specializing in tools,
housewares, and
stereo equipment. The city has purchased our building and is forcing
us to
move, so we have decided to open the back of our warehouse
just for
YOU (San Jose State).
Don’t miss this once in a lifetime opportunity!!!

2 DAYS ONLY!
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-COME EARLY QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED40 pc SAE METRIC SOCKET
WALKMAN (type) Stereos
Only $5.99
As low as $29.95
7pc Cookware Set
LEATHER like Totebags
Only $17.95
,
And Brief Cases $16.95
Portable Stereos ALL Sizes
AM/FM CAR CASSETTES
As
low as
Tilt
As low as $39.95
$35.00
’111
6" x 9" 3 way Car Speakers
20 oz. 40 watt. only 29.95 pair
MANY

MORE ITEMS

Not the Record Store

1080 Saratoga Ave 243-3333

ERBANK oF AM ERICA
NATIONAL TRUST AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION

Banking is a lot easier at the Washington Square
Branch with our new Versateller automated teller.
Stop in today and seewhat we mean.
99 South 4th Street
San Jose, CA 95113
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COLLEGE PREP SPECIAL
skha._
LCD PENS
Retail $20.00 only $7.50 each

MARCH 25/26
THURS FRIDAY 9 AM to 7PM
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DISTRIBUTORS
408 / 286-1450

PS JUST TELL A FRIEND

LOCATION:

171 S. Second St.
Between Santa Clara 81 San Carlos
LOOK FOR BIG SALE SIGN
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THE STREET
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Weekend ’war’

Smoke and gun-fire pierced the darkness
With their faces painted green and black, their bodies
dressed in camouflage uniforms and armed with rifles,
machine guns, grenades and radio equipment, SJSU’s
Army ROTC Rangers took their designated positions.
The rangers spread out, trying to put as much
distance as they could between themselves and the
enemy.
For several seconds the team was surrounded by the
sounds of gunfire.
People yelled. The smoke from gunfire cut through
the darkness as the clatter of small-arms fire continued.
Thirty minutes was a long time to wait to fight back.

ma

The rangers waited until the enemy was literally
breathing down their throats before giving the signal to
fight back. Finally, they sprang on to one knee and hurled
their grenades at the nearest sound.
More yells accompanied the explosions. The battle
was on!
The "war" was not taking place in the center of San
Salvador but instead on the outskirts of Fort Ord near
Monterey where the enemy was other cadets and the
ammunition was harmless.
Each semester, the rangers participate in the Ranger
Training Cycle, a six-week program open to male and
female cadets.
The program is designed to teach the trainees how to
use military skills effectively. Cadets spend two weekends
at Fort Ord, learning map and compass reading, fire
planning ( which teaches cadets to shoot at location of
enemy or target), land navigation, hand and arm signals,
combat formations and ambush and raid patrols.
The ranger training program is also designated to
promote leadership qualities, outdoorsmanship, build
individual and team proficiency and self confidence.
In addition to promoting good physical condition, the
cadets also learned the proper military manner for
conducting physical training. The cadets received only
five hours of sleep during the three-day weekend training,
a plan that tests how cadets will react under physical and
mental exhaustion.
During the rugged maneuvers, the rangers were
issued C-rations that contained canned meat, crackers,
cheese, candy and fruit.
Cadets who successfully complete the six-week
training cycle are entitled to wear the Black Beret
denoting their proficiency in military skills.
Captain Andrew Peterson and Captain John Fowler,
both from the SJSU Army ROTC program, designed the
weekend trip based on the U.S. Army’s School which is
realistic and tough, according to Peterson.
"The trip was very successful. The trainees learned a
lot which will put them far ahead of their contemporaries
from other schools," Fowler said.
Cadet Ed Chapmen Jr., an SJSU political science
major, was among the trainees.
"This weekend was hard, but I learned a lot about
leadership and gained a stronger friendship with my
teammates," Chapmen said.

--"m111111ftiommi4401

Top photo: A group of rangers is ambushed during
the 4 -hour "death march." Top left: Ranger Gary
Rangel wears his camouflage paint rather heavily
on his face. Lower left: Rangers march to their
pick-up zone as a UH-1 "Huey" helicopter arrives
to transport them to Fort Ord. Middle: Cadet
trainee Kris Gilbert stops for a breather during
manuevers. Bottom: Rangers Gary Rangel, Ed
Brilliante and Cheryl Hamlin disembark from a UH1 helicopter at the second landing zone of the
day.
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Photos by Mark Dufrene
Story by Edna Carter
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sports
Spartans pull off first sweep
By Mike Jones
The SJSU baseball team pulled off its first
doubleheadei sweep of the season when the Spartans took
two games from Portland State on Monday by 12-11 and 62 scores.
The Spartans thus won three out of four against
Portland State in their series.
The first game was a wild one as both teams came out
swinging hot bats.
In the first inning the Spartans ripped Portland State
for five runs. They were aided by a couple of walks from
Viking’s starting pitcher Worth Nelson.
However, in the top of the second, Portland State
came back with seven runs.
Portland State added a run in the fourth, but the
Spartans tied the game with two runs in the fourth and one
in the fifth.
The two teams were tied after nine innings, but in the
bottom of the 10th the Spartans got the win when pinch
hitter Marko Trapani singled home the winning run with
two outs.
"Trapani had a great clutch hit," said SJSU baseball
coach Gene Menges. "He really came through and hit the

ball hard:
Menges also had praises for pitcher Clay Mills.
Mills, who has been used primarily as a catcher in
recent weeks, pitched the seventh through 10th innings for
the Spartans and got the win.
In the second game, the Spartans spotted Portland
State with two runs in the first inning, but came back to
win.
The winning pitcher was Roy San Fillipo who went the
distance, scattering six hits.
"We were really pleased with San Fillipo," said
Menges. "He had been struggling but last night he was
zipping it in there."
The Spartans scored three runs in the second, one in
the third and two in the fourth for the win.
After completing three days of doubleheaders,
Menges said he wasn’t concerned how it would affect his
pitching staff.
"It gave us a chance to see guys who would not normally pitch," he said. "We used everyone."
The Spartans will try to keep their winning streak
alive when they host UC-Santa Barbara this Thursday at
Municipal Stadium beginning at 7:30 p.m.

Hollaway,
Prince both
spark win
Cleve Prince puts up
the number one sign as he
congratulates Bernie
Holloway. Holloway ran
the anchor leg of the milerelay which defeated
Fresno State last weekend
in a dual meet, 83-80.
Holloway was one of
two double winners for
SJSU as he also won the 400
intermediate
hurdles.
Simon Kilili was the other.
He won the 1500 and 5000
meter races and enabled
the Spartans to have a
chance of winning the meet
in the final race of the day.
Holloway and Prince
will be tested again this
weekee:. *. the Spartans
take
tough UC-Irvine
and Long Beach State.

Gymnasts second in PCAA
The SJSU men’s gymnastics team scored its highest
team mark of the year, but still finished second to
powerhouse Fullerton State in the PCAA championships
held last weekend at Long Beach State.
The Spartans’ score of 249 was second to Fullerton
State’s 271.20. Long Beach State was third with 203.
"Even though it was the highest team score we
achieved this year we still fell short of our goal of 250,"
said SJSU coach Rich Chew.
The Spartans were led by Jim Lord and Rick Lopez.
Lord finished second in the all-around with a score of
52.60. Lopez was fourth with a score of 50.65.
"I was happy with Lord’s performance," Chew said.
"He didn’t have any miss sets."
Chew also added that he was not suprised with the
high finish of Lopez. "He’s been improving all year."
In the floor exercise, the Spartans placed four
finishers. Lord and John Sahlein tied for fifth with scores
of 9.05. John Rimbach was sixth with a 8.8 score, while
Lopez was seventh with a score of 8.7. Bob Pierce of
Fullerton State won the event with a score of 9.35.
In the pommelhorse, Dave Peterson of SJSU took

fourth with a score of 8.55 while Lord was sixth with a 7.7
score. The winner was Damion Gavito of Fullerton with a
9.70 score.
Lord took a fourth in the rings with a score of 8.65,
while Rimbach was eighth with a 7.5 score. Ron Howard of
Fullerton State, the overall champion, won the event with
a 9.60 score.
Sahlein also took a third in the vault with a score of
9.4.
In the parallel bars, Lopez captured third with a 9.05
score, while Sahlein was sixth at 8.35, Lord seventh at 7.55,
and Pete Cathart eighth at 6.35. Andy Pacho of Fullerton
State won the event with a score of 9.60.
In the high bar, Lord finished fifth with a 9.3 score,
while Rimbach was eighth with a score of 7.3. Bill Valaika
of Fullerton State won the event with a score of 9.65.
Chew mentioned that even though this year is over, he
hopes next year’s squad will be even better and possibly
knock off Fullerton State. He added that everyone on this
year’s squad will be back, along with Roy Palassou, who
red-shirted this year but has competed in different U.S.
international meets.
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Netters Challenge Hurricane

tennis coach John Hubbell
By Stewart Emerson
Aside from Tulsa’s few said the Spartans don’t
whirlwind matches against have much to go by when
some tough Texas schools, they go up against the
Golden Hurricane today at
SJSU.
1675 S. FIRST ST
"I don’t know too much
288-5494
them (Tulsa),"
SAN JOSE}
295-6584 about
"They
Hubbell
said.
usually have a pretty good
team, so we’re not going to
take them lightly."
The Spartans’ No. 1
player, Brett Dickinson,
slowed by a minor case of
$5
Selected bucket seats
the flu in Monday’s match
All AM radios
$5
against USF, should be
Selected mag wheels
$5
healthy for today’s 2 p.m.
All Hub caps
$5
match,
according
to
Sun visors
Hubbell.
$2
of
their
"A
couple
All AM/FM radios
$10
players played a little
All roof racks
$10
better, instead of our
All bumper jacks
$5
players playing worse,"
All wiper motors
$10 ex.
Hubbell said about the
All Ford Alternators
Spartans’ hard-hitting 5-4
$10ex.
loss to USF. "Sometimes
Antennas, Mirrors, Floor Mats
99’
that can be the difference
With this ad
in a couple of points here
3 mo. Guarantee on all parts
and there.
"After having lost to us
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

betore 15-3 in February),
they were maybe a little
more up for us," Hubbell
added. "When it comes
right down to it, the score
was 5-4."
Prior to Dickinson’s
matchup against USF’s No.
1 player, Mike Howard,
Hubbell said Dickinson was
confident of winning. That
confidence was complicated by the unexpected
arrival of the flu bug.
(Dickinson)
"He
wasn’t feeling 100 percent," Hubbell said. "I
think he maybe ran out of
gas a little bit ( in the
second set)." Howard
squeaked by Dickinson 6-4
in the first set before
falling 6-0 in the final set.
"On any day he can
beat Howard," said
Hubbell, pointing to the
ealier matchup between
the two, Dickinson winning
that one, 7-5, 5-7, 6-4.
"Yesterday just wasn’t his

day."
Hubbell said the No. 2
match between USF’s
Eddie Barretto, who has
upset both Cal and Stanford’s No. 2 players this
year and June Saviano,
probably was the most
intense match of the day.
"Both players were
diving for balls and running down shots," Hubbell
said. "They were fighting
tooth and nail for each and
every point."
Barretto took the first
set 6-3, then lost the second
set by the same score.
After a hard-fought third
set, Barretto finally .pulled
it out, winning 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
"I think if they played
again, John could beat him
next time," Hubbell said.
"I’m looking forward
to this week," Hubbell said.
"Tulsa’s pretty good and
Ohio State’s (Friday)
strong. I think we can beat
them though."
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Protect Vc.urself! Learn this effective
and safe method of self defense.
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Wed.-Thurs.
Polls open
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By Dan Evans

"It’s never enough ...unless
you’re involved."

VOTE

Ii

GRADUATING
SOON?

Saturday, March 27, 10 a.m.-12:30
ap.m. in the Student Union. Fee is $30
which includes lifetime permit and
authorized tear gas cannister.

tie

0.

aReserve a space for this class by
icalling Continuing Education
277-2182
1
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Bug Problems?

date: 11 am march 25th
SJSU AMPITHEATRE

MA

Time to think about
Peace Corps...

RECRUITERS
ON CAMPUS

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
(GOOD ALL SEMESTER)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tune up
Adjust valves
Check compression
Set timing
Adjust carburetor
Change oil

7
8
9
10
11
12

9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Info table:

Student Union
Interviews: Seniors, grad students
make appointments and pick up application’
before the interview at Career Planning
& Placement, Bldg. Q, Rm 4, phone 277 2816

,Brake fluid
Transmission fluid add
, Battery fluid add

ONLY $25
-Plus parts

TODAY AND TOMORROW ONLY

3 quarts of oil
Lnbrication
Adjust brakes

if needed

Spartan Mobil
11th and San Carlos

294-1562 a
41.1

nonlo

same great location for over 1 2 years

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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Keeve uses sports to ease college tensions
By Dawn Furukawa
People require different outlets to relieve
college tensions.
For SJSU judoka
Damon Keeve, his outlet is
Keeve has
athletics.
particpated in boxing and
football during his college
years before joining the
,Iludo team this season.
Keeve, 21, will be
in
the
competing
heavyweight division at the
collegiate nationals this
weekend in Berkeley.
"I’m going to be outweighed by 30 to 40
pounds," said Keeve, "but
I have a lot of athletic
ability that I’ll be depending on.

You can depend I’m
going in there with the plan
of winning," he added.
adKeeve,
an
ministration of justice
major, started practicing
judo at the age of 10.
"I was an active little
kid," he recalled. "My
father started me in judo to
point me into a positive
direction.
According to Keeve, he
quit judo at 14 to play
football.
"I had great promises
as a player," he said, and
football and judo clash, so I
quit judo."
Keeve played middle
linebacker on the SJSU
football team and led the

team in tackles last season.
He also made the allconference team.
"What makes football
a great, awesome sport lies
in the fact that it’s a
collision sport," he said.
But he said he joined
the judo team after the
season was over because "I
didn’t want to play any
more football.
"I played football for
nine years," he said. "I got
kind of tired of it."
Keeve started practicing judo again at the age
of 18. He won the Junior
Nationals last summer in
the 209-pound division.
Keeve said he would
like to compete in in.

Lady golfers trail USC
The Lady Spartan
golfers combined for a
team score of 316 in the
opening round of the 54hold Husky Invitational
Monday, five shots behind
first -round
leader
niversity of Southern

0

The three-day tournament, played at the
scenic Sahalee Country
Club in Redmond, Wash.
will conclude today. The

results of yesterday’s
were
round
second
unavailable at press time.
Individually, BYU’s
Kelli Antolock, aiming to
defend last year’s title,
shot a one-over-par 73 to
take a narrow one shot lead
over SJSU’s Juli Inkster,
last year’s second-place
finisher. In last year’s
tournament, Inkster shot a
227 total, two strokes
behind Antolock.

BYU, at 314, is two
shots back from frontrunning USC. USC is
leading primarily because
it has three golfers in the
top six. Marta Dotti is in
prime pouncing position at
75, two strokes behind
Antolock. Natalie Jeanson
76 and Denise Strebig 77,
both from USC, are fifth
and sixth.
SJSU’s Ann Walsh is,
eighth with a openinground 78.

ternational judo tournaments such as the
University Games in
Switzerland
and
the
Macabeia games in Israel.
"I want to go to Israel
really bad," he said. "I feel
that’s where man was
created. It’s the center of
the
universe."
He also has a goal to
practice at the Olympic
training camp in Colorado
Springs.
Keeve said the SJSU
judo program is the finest
he’s ever been associated
with.
"Nothing compares to
it except maybe Colorado
Springs," he said. "I’ve
learned so much here the
last month or two I’ve been
working out it’s unbelievable."
He said he’s also very
impressed with the team
members.
"This is the most
awesome collection I’ve
ever been associated
with," he said. "Bobby
Berland is probably the
best I’ve ever seen."
Team
member
Berland said of Keeve,
"Damon has a lot of
potential. The fact that he
wants to win is going to
make the difference in the
collegiate nationals this
year."
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SJSU judoka Damon Keeve throws Brewster Thompson at practice. Keeve, who is also middle
linebacker for the SJSU football team, will be one of the Spartans competing in the Collegiate
Nationals this weekend at U.C. Berkeley’s Harmon gym.

classifieds
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THE SAN JOSE PEACE
CENTER. Community resource
center for information on the
military draft, nuclear weapons,
racism, sexism, and nulear
power. Get informed, men get
involved. Open weekday afternoons at 520 S. 10th St San
Jose. or call 1441 2972299. Join
as. Give Peace a Chance.
SIERRA CLUE meets every
Tuesday at 730 p.m.. In the
Goad. Rm.. In the Student
Union. Activities include skiing,
backpacking, climbing,cycling,
parties and more.
Elect a SIB graduate and a 10 year
resident of the campus coin
Mundy to San Jose City Council
District Three:
Vote Tim Fitzgerald Junelth
COME OUT AND JOIN US! The Gay
and Lesbian Student Union meets
every Thu at SlIm. Guadalupe
RIll in the Student Union
For
more into, call 277 8585 or 294
3825
ALL POLITICIANS ARE NOT
MEATEALLSI
ENJOY
A
SPAGHETTI DINNER WITH
CITY COUNCIL CANDIDATE
TIM FITZGERALD THUR
SDAY, MARCH 25 79 PM AT
JONAH’S WAIL (CORNER OF
10th and SAN CARLOS) SS
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
KEN’S BARBER SHOP 311 SO.
10th NE XT TO ROBERT’S
BOOKSTORE
Boo Boo Mow wonderful life is while
you’re in Me world! I Lone you,
your Yogi.
Deaf Christine, Let’s go to San
Francisco 26. 77, or 20 March to
preview Nell Simon’s new movie
for SJSU We’ll have fun I need
your help to write article Call
290 8113 Love, Gregory

Waitress wanted. Part time.
weekdays, lunch shift. Prefer
some knowledge of Japanese
food Apply in person Okeyarna
Rest. NSA N. 6th St. San Jose

MINTS One
WEST PARK
two
-three bedrooms. Pool-spa
pongexerc Ise
saunas -ping
room billiard room. MOO Payne
Avenue 3784800.

Summer Jobs National Park Co’s 11
. 5000 Openings. Complete
information 53.017 Park Report.
Mission Mtn. Co., 651 2nd Ave.
W. N., Kalispell, Mt 59901

Furnished or
STUDIO 0275
unfurnished for one meson only.
This ad runs all semester
because we almost always have
vecancy. 2957430.

MANAGER TRAINEE Part time.multimillIon dollar fraternal
bawl It company expanding 100
wesNrn states. WOO Mo. salary
01/5.3567711

Student Union Needs Work Study
Students! $3.95 per hour 1
Scheduling Assistant...1015 ht’s
Per week Must type. 2 MainNinance Assistant..20 hrs W
week No experlents. Apply at
Directors Off ice
Be

SEATTLE
COLLEGE
"certified" as Instructor or
counselor ANY subiect ANY
level, ANY area Add to your
credibility
420 Jones Bldg
Seattle 91101

LOST AND FOUND

LOST from Markham Hall:
Nylon ski lecke?, Ian with blue
stripe. green lining, zip-off
sleeves. REWAROI Call John at

arroyo.
T1 59 Calculator lost from OUIllide
cafeteria on 3/5 Reward for
return Call Nick at 7274630
Day time

MAJOR IN 0.T.. PT.. Rec., T
Psych., HmEc., Soc, Wk.: work
one to one with Devel. Disabled
persons Need car and Ins Start
1.4.20/hr.. after 4 me.- 14.70/hr.
Pd. Trng. Call 727.5570.
JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year
round. High pay; ssoom000
monthly! All fields I isheries, Oil Industry and morel
FM Employer listings, In,
formation guide $4.95 Alasco,
(246 Autism., No 12) P.O. Box
60152, Sunnyvale .’ A. 940011.

PERSONALS

Dear Christine. Let’s go to San
Francisco 26,27, or n March to
preview Neil Simon’s ninv movie
for SJSU. We’ll have fun I need
your help to write article Call
2149183. Love Gregory

PIM, Alias Denise. Please call
Loretta in Oakland 415 478 9429,
It’s important!

HANDYMAN $6.90 per hour. For
apts. Near campus. Floor and
laying,
carpet
plumbing.
electrical. painting One or allot
the above Call Don 295 7438

MAKE YOUR OWN import style
beer for hail the price of Ott
More alcohol, better taste, Free
Moons Call 211 6647

FOR SALE

Honda CI3450 motorcycle
tranship runs great. 21000
miles 5350 must sell 275 6619

77

good

solo and matching
chair, marble top tables lamps
867 2147 alter 6

Bar,01011nQPI,

HELP WANTED

COMPANIONS TO DISABLED
children/adults, we tralni Over
la pit. flex
MS.( Part
$2.40/hr (415) 1960811 or tad
fns.

HOUSING

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Spacious building with your
Nard, Piano, fireplace, kitchen,
linen and housekeeping servisir,
color TV, parking, coed living
140 to 190 per week.monthly.
Discount 10 percent. 202 S 11111
St Office 172 N 1th St 990 0123

S. LAKE TAHOE 81614$. OM or 544
7031 Ask for Moores Manor
New deluxe arc For fprOINN 1 Or
10665 and up doily smaller units
fivellabN 201 from clubs
McLaughlin/Tully. share 2 bOrms 2
. tennis.
bens, pools.
requetball clubhoulie $110ime
794.6807 Valley West Apts
ROOMMATE AVAILABLE to share
3 or 4 bdrrn apt or house in west
Si. Santa Clare or Campbell
Also can look tor place
tooether Carlton, 9114 7765
Haute 10 Shore’ 2 bathrOOM in 4
bedroom 1.5 he houle Non
smokers only Large kitchen.
study,pooi, fireplace. laundry.
garage 1150 pius !. utilities Call
alter 4 000rn 220 0900
ROOM FOR 111016Yiemaie All
privileges Family living Rent
IncI 01 equal 0280/month Call
after up m 6400632

WEDDINGS-Marry legally in your
home or mine or on location. No
waiting. Beautiful full service
US. Rev. Wright 7374645, days
or anytime on weekends.
SCIENCE, MAGIC, AND FRAUD
can
overlap,
but
be
distinguished. Knowing which is
which and how they are used is a
living Mill
Resource Ron
Robertson is now available by
appointment only for individuals
or groups. Offices near campus.
G.C.P.R.V 292 6665

TRAVEL

SERVICES
WORSHIP AT Campus Christian
Center Sunday. Lutneran 10 45
am Catholic 4 fiand 8 00 pm
Protestant Fellowship Supper
Tuesday at 5 30P m Plea9e tall
campus Ministry 795 0204 for
worship counseling programs
and Study OPportunities Rev
Nafalile Shires Fr Bob Hayes
Sr. Joan Panella, Rev Non,
Flerthaber

WOMEN! How much do you know
about birth controll Have 11011
ever heard Of a CervICal Cap)
Available at) Ely Area clinics.
For information call 4144465676
or 415 525 7900

LOST: Ladies Gold Watch, march
at
REWARD 371 5627
16,
ft/Boons

D*9414404 Cyber or EE Maier tor
pit position. Hours healable.
404.7734444 Ask for BOor Gary

PROFESSIONAL
RACQUET
STRINGING. Student discount
rates. Pick up and Delivery
Fast Service. Cell 916-609

FOR SJSU STUDENTS! THE 1901
TOUR OF EUROPE FOR SAN
JOSE STATE STUDENTS A
unique 60 day European tour
has been planned by SJSU
alumni and Contlki Tours
FOR
SJSU
ESPECIALLY
This complete
STUDENTS!
professional planned package
includes the art and history of
Europe PLUS the chance to
travel with fellow students with
the freedom to experience
Europe first hand! Former
SJSU students have loved III
For more Information, CALL
TRAVEL
AT
CREATIVE
EXPLORE
14081732 1563
EUROPE THIS SUMMER THE
1902 TOUR OF EUROPE FOR
SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS.

FREE Pregnanacy Screening
Oakland
Abortion Services
Feminist Women’s Health
or
Center
415 444 5676
Everywoman’s Clinic
in
Pleasant Hill 415 125 7900

SUMMER IN PERU Earn college
credit Visit the Amazon. see an
Inca Festival, art treasures in
Lima and much more Cali Dr
Hamilton, Foreign Lang, 277
2576.
MAIL
TRAVELERS,
Economy travel to fit your
budget. New York escape from
$144.00. Hawaii getaway from
5114.03. Discover Europe from
$704.18. Our student travel dept
will assist you in making those
dreams come true tree service
on -campus ticket delivery free
Call SEVEN SEAS TVL 244 7713.
EXOTIC RESORTS,
CRUISES.
EXPEDITIONS.
SAILING
Sports instructors.
Needed
office personnel. counselors
Europe, Carribean, worldwide.
Summer Career Send $0 95
plus SI handling tor AP
OPENINGS,
PLICATION.
GUIDE to CRUiSEWORLD, 70,
2535 Watt Ave, P 0 Box 60129
Sacramento CA95840

We have airline budget fares to
anywhere. Trivet Travel in the
Gould Center. Call ’norm.
AMSTERDAM 0369 ow, $669 rt;
Paris 0410091, Shlert; LONDON
11139rt: HONG KONG $2990w,
SPIN,: AUSTRALIA I NEW
ZEALAND 04910w. Plus St
ID’s, Railprillset Tours, Youth
Hostel passes and more. Call or
come in CIEE 312 Sutter SI
00.407 SF 94106 421 3473,

WORD PROCESSING for all your
typing
needs
Fast
and
reasonable
dependable,
rates/pick up and delivery. Call
14041 2700155.

TYPING WILLOW GLEN: Double
spaced from 11.00/pg., resumes
Isom 5500. also business typing
Ilse. 267 5747, after 1 p.m,

TYPING Thesis, Term Papers,
etc.. Experienced and Fast,
Rmsonable Rates Phone 269
0674.

EXPERIENCED -SECRETARY.
RESUMES,
REPORTS
THESES. ETC. Accurate IBM.
professional Quality( Low Cost!
Gut...teed! Pam, 247 26111.
Evenings/Weekends I Santa

TYPING done in my home
Sunnyvale Area. Call Lyn. af
/31 1914.

"NOT TOO SHABBY" Say My
Customers. Try me. 207 4335
Alter?. Thanks!

TYPIST
PROFESSIONAL
Resumes, theses, reports
produced on Word Processor
All Formats. $1.50 Per WON
Spaced pope. phone: 923 3901

GATOS
CAMBRIAN/LOS
Dependable Typist All formats
1101 Correcting SelectrIc III
Double Spaced Page From SI
Resumes from 55 Call Pat at
3501805
I

TYPING OVA PROFESSIONAL 20
years experience Neat, ac
curate, All formats. Theses,
resumes, reports. dissertations
Deadlines guaranteed So San
Jose. Call Kathie at 578 1216.

TYPING $1.75/pg-. -Done by
experienced typist on IBM
Correcting Selectric. Will check
spelling and punctuation. Call
anytime before 10p.m 2634505

TYPING

PRECISE.
PROMPT,
typing
PROFESSIONAL,
IBM
performed on my
correcting Selectric II Wide
Near
typestyles.
of
variety
2W3/101 275-9203.

TYPING Neat and accurate,
reasonable rates located in So
San Jose Ask for Lori at 711
4124.

TYPE term papers, theses.
reports, resumes, incl, and
repetitive letters, camera ready
copy. IBM Selectric w/memory
Joye 264 1029.

SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL
SERVICE (corner of Scott and
Benton) Handling educational.
personal and your business
typing needs (4013) 904 7268
(4011247 1.133

JANE’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
high
SERVICE .Accurate,
quality, desdiines guaranteed.
Reports, theses, resumes,
Work
research papers. eft
performed on IBM Stlectric II
Copy, service available with
nominal fee Mere is to another
smashing semester! Call 751
5942

Relko’s Typing Svc., Sunnyvale
Selectric II, Fast, Accurate
Correct Spelling errors! Per
page or hourly cost 730-4030
Quality typing/word processing
Experienced technical. thesis.
Term paper I Dissertations. Use
which can also do
equip
repetitious Ins Etc. Jan 138
7663

TYPING Fast and Accurate, 01.25
per page No resumes Call
Linda in Sunnyvale 01 16601 7317
51157

AUTOMOTIVE

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
term papers, theses, resumes,
letters 7090413 Word Proc
Available

STUDENT TRAVEL We are
Trawl agents who specialize in
Student
and
Budget
Travel, CHARTER
FLIGHTS
TO
EUROPE SPECIAL
RATES
TO
STUDENT
AUSTRALIA
I
NEW
ZEALAND..ISRAEL.ASIA..AF R I SUNNYVALE/VALLCO
CA.MEXICO..14AWAil..U.SA...in
MARCIE’S TYPING, IBM
’emotional Student Identity
Prompt, neat.
Selectric II
cord. Youth Hostel Pass..E torah
accurate Reasonable rates,739
Posses..Britrall Passes..Camp
0715
Mg, Hotel I Adventure
_ .
Tours..Groups I Clubs..work CALL MARCIA 266 9441 for
abroad PrOg istiodentS only)
Specialty/Editing.
TYPING
Inter European student
Resumes, term papers, etc
flights Car
rental
I
executed with care I dispatch
leases Insure/Ice Our service
Latest IBM name
Copies
cost you nothing extra We are a
Willow Glen Area
Travel
service
lull
Agency , Trip I Travel Planning
Co 140 W San Carlos St, (next QUALITY TYPING
Anything
to public Library) San Jose, CA
typed APA format on request
95113 14081 292 1613 Hours
IBM tort sett.< Ill Located
Mon Fri 95/Sot I Sun Call 374
near Tully Rd and Senter
1570 111 51
Audrey 99$ 5215

FOR SALE. 1976 8210 Datum a dr
kin, cond New tires, nood bade.
S3103 or b o Ph 319 Ilvt

GLEN/ALMADEN
WILLOW
competent typing and editing of
term papers. reports and
resumes (Use Lino, approved
formats1 Call Marcia at 266
94411

67’ VW Bog’ Grand Pri Meg Tires
with White. Heavy Duty Steel
airns(5 Lug Type)S150 00 277
BIM

TYPING Accuracy, neatness.
deadlines guaranteed. Exp in
theses, reports. dissertations.
Ape SJSU Grad Stud IBM
So
San
Selectric
II
Jow,Blossorn Valley Janet 727
9525

75 Mend., Civic asp illOk MI %int body
silver .reg gas AM FM cam
62,1150/offer 967 3009

STEREO

last
TYPING
ACCURATE
conscientious ALL THE BEST FOR LESS! Audio
dependable.
Enterprises SJSU’s comp**
Available 7 days a week IBM
consumer electronics buying
Electronic 7341010
service. features the finest in
audio. video, and computers at
SUE’S RESUMES, term papers.
cost plus Aduio calibration and
theses. mss Iasi, accurate.
consulting by a gopt
For
since 1970 IBM corr. selec 361
prices/info/orders call 755 5$10.
S Monroe St I (Hwy 17 and
ask for KEN
Shin Creek/ 746 0636 or 269 5913

ARTS,
SCHOOL OF
Lincoln Ave. Spring classes In
ballet, all. exercise, trip in
dlvidualized training. Per
forming experience offered. Ph
200 61111/9911 2416
FREE DILIVERY.PIZZA-PIZZA
E XPRESS 200 7444 serves
SJSU/Downtown area to mIll
night. I an, Fri/Sal Also 4360
(146 38121
St
Creek
CINCINO.K.w/ID
BAO HABIT Top 40 band avaiiabie
tor weddings parties, clubs etc
Auditions upon request Call
231 8765 Stuart
or 251 1511
Jamie
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 70
color prints. She, Photo album
and negatives 0715 00 Cali
Douglas Schwartz. 246 3749
Phologrephing weddings tor
over 10 yrs
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Semester hale, All Issues
5 lines S9000
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Phoebe 277-3175

ir.le a Claud. alloy
AnnouncemenLs Help Wanted
Housing
Auldtholive
1.1 & Found
For Sale

/

Pilaw

Print name

it(
TAX RETURNS- $S PER PAGE
MONT% Weill $12 90 110404
Short form. 5400 Slate form,
Renters Credit Free Estimates
Fast, Accurate Acorn Financial
Planning Service 579 5 10th SI
San Jose. 95112 4011 275 6440

or eachiln1..

Minimum three lines on one day

Personals
Services
Stereo

Ent Insed is 1

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

For

INss

Deadline Triodes.; prior to pub!. Mon
Consecutive WA( alion dales only
No refunds tn cancelled oils

travel
Tpinie

Classified Desk located Outaidi

?07

/

/
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GREAT 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model

995)

With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!
Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.
$149 each f$298 for the pair].
Although these
Estado’ rasa int UN
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.

PRICE WAR!
IN

These speakers are one of Marantz’s
exceptionally good values. They are not simply
a "good speaker"; thay are exceptionally
High Quality speakers that produce far better
sound than many other brands of speakers on
the market.

BUT IT’S TRUE!!!
choice of
ANY ONE OF THE BRANDS of
You can have your

receivers shown below, for only

SO POWERFUL THEY CAN BE USED WITH
THE MAJORITY OF RECEIVERS ON THE
MARKET
5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE"

[that’s
right, only
one dollar],

FOR EXAMPLE
This Marantz Model SR3100 has a sizzling
powerful 2 channel total of:

for a MARANTZ Receiver,
or a PIONEER

Receiver,

a SONY

Receiver,

Or

88 WATTS RMS’ "’
LOUDNESS
DUAL SPEAKER CONTROL
TAPE
MUTING
M FM STEREO mONiTo.

GYRO
TOUCH TUNING

>.

or a TECHNICS Receiver,
or an AKAI

POWER

Receiver,

LED
READ-OUT
METERS

or a KENWOOD Receiver,
or a JVC

Receiver,

or a YAMAHA
or an ONKYO

Receiver,

SIGNAL STRENGTH METER
DUAL WATTAGE METERS

BASS MIDRANGE
TUNING METER

TREBLE

FUNCTION SELECTOR

Go to any other stereo store in the city and ask
if they will sell you this same receiver, (brand new),
for less than the manufacturer’s list price of $350.00.

Receiver,

with the purchase of one
pair of the speakers shown
above, at the prices shown above
of ’149 per speaker.
(LIMIT: ONE RECEIVER PER CUSTOMER!)

But now, it’s yours for only ONE DOLLAR
when you buy one pair of the speaker systems shown above,
at the price advertised above.
The SPEAKERS are $149 each, for a total of $298 for the PAIR.
Thus, your complete cost for the two speaker systems AND
the receiver comes to a total of $299.

ALL of the advertised receivers and speakers are BRAND NEW, in FACTORY SEALED
CARTONS. They are NOT used; they are NOT factory seconds, they are NOT scratched
or blemished. They are ALL BRAND NEW. In many instances they are among the
NEWEST MODELS AVAILABLE, in each brand.

MORE
GOOD
NEWS!!!

If you prefer OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS, we also have many
other brands with the receivers available for $1 with speakers purchase.
Thus, you can purchase selected models of LINEAR SOUND, SONIC, SOUND TEC, JBL
902, etc. in various price ranges; and still get a wide choice of recievers for $1.
Limit: one receiver per customer!

In some brands, we have

a choice of

different models available Supplies of some Models are limited so hurry in for best selection

THE WATTAGE FOR EACH
FOUR OHMS MINIMUM
INTO
CHANNEL
CHANNEL IS 44 WATTS PER
CONTINOUS POWER OUTPUT FROM 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz WITH LESS THAN
0.1% TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION. More power than you’ll probably ever need!!
The wattage ratings shown above are for both channels combined

4

2 GREAT STORES TO SERVE YOU’ I Each store in dependently owned and operated
San Jose - Santa Clara Area:

Mt. View - Sunnyvale Area:

STEREO DISCOUNT
CENTERS, INC.

STEREO DISCOUNT
CITY, INC.

1795 W. San Carlos Ave., San Jose292-3904
Open il am -7pm Mon. thru Fri .10 am - 6 pm SatClosed Sunday

1621 El Camino Real, Mt. View.969-4221

Open II am 7 pm Mon. thru Fri..10 am - 6 pm Sat.),Closed Sunday

